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Youth in Government without doubt affects the lives of many delegates throughout the 
year, but how will Model Assembly affect the future of our state government, our Supreme 
Court, or our media? How will this government simulation go on to influence the actual 
government system in the future? Minnesota State Gov.Tim Walz and Minnesota Lt. Gov. Peggy 
Flanagan gave their thoughts in an interview yesterday afternoon. 

Both Gov. Walz and Lt. Gov. Flanagan spoke at the Opening Joint Convention at the 
Capitol on Thursday afternoon. They stated their hopes for the future of our generation and said 
that Youth in Government was a great step on the way to making our world the best it can be. In 
an interview after, they got into the specifics of their history with politics, as well as where they 
hope Youth in Government can take its delegates in the future. 

In the vast halls of the Capitol, the leaders of our state spoke about how they got into 
politics in the first place. Gov. Walz said that he had never really given much thought to a career 
in government in his early life, however he said that many portions of his life had helped him to 
this point. He wanted to include a larger teaching voice in congress. He decided to run for 
congress and was elected to Minnesota’s 1st district in 2007, which he served as until 2019. 
Through his campaign he met Peggy Flanagan, who would later become his Lt. Governor. 
Lt. Gov. Flanagan talked about her upbringing in a household which encouraged voting and 
political involvement by the community. In this vein, she volunteered on the Walz congressional 
campaign in 2007, meeting her eventual running mate. 

After this, Lt. Gov.Flanagan went on to talk about how she hopes Youth in Government 
can influence our future officials. She stated how she was excited for the “urgency” of the 
change in our generation. She also mentioned that she was empowered by the idea of student 
leadership, stating; ”For too long we’ve heard younger generations told that you need to earn 
your stripes… I think this generation is ready, it’s prepared, and it will lead us into the future.” 
They were then asked about their concerns for the next generation. Governor Walz urged 
delegates to “watch what’s happening.” He also warned us to be involved and knowledgeable 
about our nation’s unique political climate, saying: “ I’m afraid you’re going to watch what’s 
happening and become cynical...It’s my biggest fear, I don’t think it will happen, but I feel like I 
need to do everything possible to guard against that.”  

Youth in Government is a great opportunity for us delegates now, but it’s nice to know 
that our involvement here gives our state executive officials hope for the “Adults in 
Government” of tomorrow. Governor Walz ended by saying: “What I see is the engagement, and 
the enthusiasm, and the capacity to see what we can do together.” 


